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Acoustic Waveguides isa new
monograph which presents the fun
damental principles of the theory of
acoustic wave propagation in oceanic
waveguides. The book is intended to
be an introductory text for first-year
graduate�level students, though it
may also' serve as a reference book ·for
the experienced scientist. While it is
largely self-inclusive,with little or no
background in oceanic science re
quired, some background in both
wave p r o paga t i o n a n d t h e r m o 
dynamics will b e useful to readers. As
promised by'the author, the book
presents a very, detailed mathematical
analysis of several acoustic wave
guides used to model acousticpropa
gation in the ocean.
Con c e p t u a l l y, the book is or- .
. ganized into three sections. In the
first, the author presents the funda
mental concepts of hydrodynamics
and thermodynamics, and the basic
mathematical tools necessary for solv
ing the partial differential equations
encountered in the remainder of the
book. The first two chapters are de
voted to this background material,
spanOing over one-third of the book.
The next section, probably the most
fundamentally important to the book,
contains two chapters dealing with ex
act solutions to the acoustic wave
equation under the assumptions of
both homogenous. and .inhomoge
nous layered models. Finally,the last
three chapters of the book consist of
approximate solutions to the wave
equation, and the applications of both
exact and approximate solutions to
various specific oceanic models.
The first chapter of Acoustic Wave
guides begins with some background
material on hydrodynamic s and ther
modynamics,including sLlch topics as
conservation of momentum and en
ergyfor a perfect fluid, derivation of
the acoustic wave equation, and
acoustic boundary conditions. The
main purpose of this chapter is to in
troduce the reader to the acoustic
wave equation for a perfect fluid,as
derived from some basic hydro
·dynamic equations. Throughout the
text,the fluid is generally assumed to
be a vertically stratified pedect fluid
under the influence of a gravitational
field.

The review material continues in
the second chapter,in which the vari,
ous techniques used throughoLt
i the
text for solving partial differential
equations are introduced. Included
are discussions of .such topics as sepa
r a t i on of v a r i a b l e s , the S turm
liouville problem,and eigenfunction
analysis. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of three ,types Of speCial
fun
. ctions: Green's,. Bessel, and Airy
functions. As the author states, this
chapter appears mostly as a con
venience to the reader, Generally,
readers unfamiliar with these topics
will find it extremely useful to consult
more comprehensive references.
Chapters three and four deal with
the solution of the wave equation
under four simple geometries. First,
the problem of a homogeneous layer
bounded by an air-water interf�ce and
. a rigid bottom is considered. The airwater interface implies that the total
acoustic pressure v a nishes every
where' at the surface of the fluid,
while the rigid bottom is defined as an
interface at which all acoustic energy
is reflected with no phase shift after
. 'reflection. Next, this configuration is .
expanded to .include two homoge
neous layers bounded by the air
water interface and a rigid bottom. In
the third configuration,the rigid bot
tom recedes to infinity, making the
second homogenous layer an infinite,
homogenous halfspace,Chapter four
deals exclusively with an .extension of
the two-layer homogenous model to
N inhomogeneous layers,
At this point,the book moves from
a discussion of analytic techniques to
practical techniques used in under�
standing wave propagation. Inchap
ter five,approximate solutions of the
wave equation drawn from ray theory
are developed. This leads into a dis
cussion of phenomena such as turn
points, convergence zones, and
caustics. The discussion on con
vergence zones cohtinues in chapter
six, in. which the major topic is sur
face duct propagation. Two basic
'. examples are considered in this
chapter: single-channel and double
channel �orthAtlantic profiles.
The text concludes with a very brief
chapter presenting some of the au-,
thor's original research on realistiC
oceanic models. First,the problem of
a refractive index which is both range
and depth dependent is discussed.
Second, the air�water interface is al.

lowed to be a time-varying,randomly
rough sea surface. The au�hor seems
to depart from the detailed style of
the previous chapters,and quickly de
rives severaJ equations .with only a
few supporting discussions of these
results.
The major drawback oithis book,as
. an academic textbook, is that it con
tains very few discussions of results
and explanations of the significance
. of various equgtions. Also, there are
very few examples,and no exercises. '
Though the material is presented in a
very systematic and well-organized
fashion, the reader is largely left on
his or her own when it comes to de
veloping a comprehensive phySical
understanding of the material.. In
some sections of the boo)<, such as
thechapter on surface duct propaga
tion)chapter six) or the introduction
on caustics in chapter five,tne author
does an excellent job 'Of describing
the physical phenomena involved.
Overall,it seems the book could use
more ,of these discussions.
This book, by virtue of its highly
theoretical approach seems most use�
ful as a good reference book on
oceanic waveguides. Its strengths lie
in its stnlightforward presentation 'Of
.the necessarily difficult mathematics
which ineVitably results from 'solVing
practical wave propagation problems.
This book is not intended as a general
textbook on acoustic waveguides,
mainly, because its scope has been
limited to oceanJc applications.
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